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Abstract

Rayleigh test is a non-parametric method used to detect periodicity in time points.
In this thesis the test is applied to Ancient Egyptian Calendars of Lucky and Unlucky
Days and the terrestrial impact crater record. The Calendars of Lucky and Unlucky
Days are ancient Egyptian texts where days or parts of days are given the evaluation
'good' or 'bad'. Mythological events pertaining to speci�c days are also described in
the texts. These days and day parts were converted into time point data for analysis.
Separate time point series were created for di�erent selections of prognoses. Rayleigh
test was used to search for periodicity in all these series of time points. Simulated
time point data was also created in order to ascertain the statistical reliability in
testing the real data. The simulations provided a "noise" periodogram which was
used to normalize the periodogram of the real data. The signi�cant discovered periods
suggested in�uence from the synodic period of the Moon and the period of Algol's
eclipses. These �ndings were analyzed in the context of Ancient Egyptian astronomy
and mythology. In particular, the possibility of Ancient Egyptian observations of the
variability of Algol required also a detailed astronomical and astrophysical discussion.
Next the connection of these periods to selected words in the mythological text was
explored. The time points related to chosen deities, nouns and locations were analyzed
with the Rayleigh test. The results provided new insight into the arrangement of the
texts in the calendars. Ten arguments supporting the evidence for ancient Egyptian
observations of Algol were formulated on the basis of these results. As a separate
experiment in Rayleigh test, this thesis also explains why it is currently not feasible
to reliably discover periodicity in the terrestrial impact crater record. Samples of real
impact crater data were used to create random crater data. This random data was
tested assuming di�erent ratios of periodic and aperiodic impacts, varying accuracy
in determining crater age and the size of the data set.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The roots of astronomy lie deep in the dawn of mankind. To paraphrase the British
astronomer J. Norman Lockyer, the earliest men regarded the Sun, the Moon and the
stars with an attitude of worship1. The �rst applications of astronomy were calendars
and astrology. These astronomical records from the past ages may still yield useful
data. Some of them, however, may be obscured by the terminology of ancient scribes.
This thesis aims to demonstrate the usefulness of searching for periodicity in time
point series from archaic records.

The statistical Rayleigh test (also known as the R-test) was applied to search for
periodicity in time point series based on the Ancient Egyptian Calendars of Lucky
and Unlucky Days and the terrestrial impact crater record.

1.1 Ancient Egyptian astronomy

A central question of this thesis is: Could ancient Egyptians around 1224 BC have
detected the brightness changes of the variable star Algol? The subject requires simul-
taneously considering its egyptological, astrophysical and astronomical implications.
Thus I begin with an overview of ancient Egyptian astronomical practice.

Astronomical calendars were a part of ancient Egyptians' daily life. From the
earliest times, a form of lunar timekeeping was used2;3, with months and weeks based
on the observed phases of the Moon, especially for timing religious festivals. The
year was divided into three seasons of four months: "the �ood season" Akhet, "the
growing season" Peret and "the harvest season" Shemu. Because twelve lunar months
do not comprise a solar year, a special "intercalary" month would have been used to
synchronize the lunar and solar years.

For everyday business, a "civil" calendar was more practical. The civil year had
12 months, each of 30 days, with 5 "epagomenal" days added to the end of the year.
The Egyptians might have noticed that a year with 365 days is one fourth of a day
short of the solar year but there is no record of a leap year before the Roman times.

An ancient Egyptian sky map is depicted in the tomb of Senenmut ca. 1473 BC
(Figs. 1.1, 1.2, 1.3)5;6;7. The map includes named stars or star groups belonging to the
"decans", gods such as Isis and Osiris standing for Sirius and Orion and unspeci�ed
constellations such as Boat and Sheep. The planets Jupiter and Saturn appear in the
painting as forms of the god Horus, whereas Venus is seen as god Bennu and Mercury
as god Seth. Mars is also usually depicted as Horus but is not present in Senenmut's
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3

Figure 1.1: The ceiling of the tomb of Senenmut, 18th dynasty4. The �gure is given to
illustrate the standard form of depicting constellations and planets in Egypt, during
the New Kingdom in particular. More details regarding this image are given in the
text and Figs. 1.2 and 1.3.
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Figure 1.2: Detail from the northern half of the astronomical ceiling of Senenmut,
18th dynasty4. The constellation of the Ox, or the Foreleg of the Ox, is seen upper
left. On the right side the Hippopotamus with the Crocodile on its back and its
forelegs on the Mooring Post are depicted. On the left side the Man spears another
Crocodile while above him are the small �gures of the Bird and the Lion.

ceiling. Moon was traditionally connected with the "scribe of the Gods" Thoth (Fig.
3.1).

The northern side of the ceiling is occupied by "northern" constellations and gods
with 12 wheels which are divided into 24 segments. The gods might have represented
days. The wheels represent months and the segments are the hours of the day and the
night combined. The Foreleg of the Ox, known to us as the Big Dipper, is a prominent
one among the "northern" constellations. On its right side the Hippopotamus carries
the Crocodile on its back and its forelegs rest on the Mooring Post. The Bird sits
upon the Lion while below another Crocodile is being speared by the Man.

Inscriptions in the tombs of Seti I (ca. 1279 BC) and Ramses IV (ca. 1149
BC) contain excerpts from a text whose title was deciphered by Lieven8 to be "The
Fundamentals of the Course of the Stars". Papyrus Carlsberg I (ca. 100-200 AD) also
contains a version of the text. It describes the journey of the Sun through the body
of the sky goddess Nut (Fig. 7.1) into the underworld and using stars as a celestial
clock.

The idea of a star clock dates back to at least the Old Kingdom (ca. 2686�2181
BC). The earliest known evidence is in the Pyramid Texts of the 24th century BC3.
Actual representations of star clocks were found in co�ns of the 22nd century BC.
These are tables of 36 columns (one for each week of ten days) and 12 rows (one
for each of the 12 night hours), naming the stars that divide the hours. If such a
star, also called a decan, begins or ends the 12th hour of the night during a given
week, it starts or ends the 11th hour of the next week. A week later, it signi�es the
10th hour, and so on. According to "The Fundamentals of the Course of the Stars"
any decan "works" for 120 days as its upper culmination is observed in the region of
the meridian. For the next 90 days the decan is in the western hemisphere, before
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Figure 1.3: Detail from the southern half of the astronomical ceiling of Senenmut,
18th dynasty4. The main deities and constellations are named in the picture.

descending into the underworld for 70 days. After it rises heliacally it spends 80 days
in the eastern hemisphere before returning to "work" upon the meridian.

A later star clock is known from the 12th century BC tombs of Ramses VI, Ramses
VII and Ramses IX. It is a system of 13 rows of stars arranged into 24 columns. The
�rst row gives the star that starts the �rst hour of the night. The rest of the rows give
the stars that end the hours of the night. The stars are shown in positions around a
humanoid �gure: "upon the right shoulder", "upon the right ear", "upon the right
eye", "opposite the heart", "upon the left eye", "upon the left ear" and "upon the
left shoulder".

By the Late Period (712-323 BC) the Egyptian decans were amalgamated with the
Babylonian zodiac5;3. The earlier decans eventually became obsolete, which is why
most of the ancient Egyptian names for stars and constellations remain unidenti�ed
from the sky.

1.2 Impact craters

Next we will discuss the background for our studies of periodicity in impact cratering.
The connection between our study of Ancient Egyptian astronomy and our study of
impact craters across the globe is that Rayleigh test was utilized for both, showing
the �exibility of this statistical method. In ancient times, men probably worshipped
stones that had fallen from the sky, or considered them magical. Ceremonial objects
have been found, such as a dagger blade from the tomb of Tutankhamun, that were
manufactured from meteorite (biA n pt , "iron of the sky")9. Until the nineteenth
century there was debate regarding the origin of such rocks. The Slovakian physicist
Ernst Chladni proposed in 1794 that meteorites are of extraterrestrial origin. The
theory slowly gained support when the stones obtained in the great meteor showers
of Siena 1794, Yorkshire 1795, Benares 1798 and L'Aigle 1803 were analyzed chemi-
cally10.

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries several scientists argued that craters were
produced in impact events but the idea was not yet popular with geologists. After
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Figure 1.4: An impact crater example, Gosses Blu�13.

the �rst earth-crossing asteroids were discovered in the 1930s, American meteoriticist
Harvey Nininger published a study regarding the implications of asteroid impact on
�ora, fauna, the sea and the atmosphere11. Palaeontologist De Laubenfels proposed
in 1956 that impacts might already have shaped terrestrial life in the past, while Opik
in 1958 connected this with the boundaries between geological periods. However, until
the research of Robert Dietz in the 1960's many of the impact craters were commonly
considered cryptovolcanic12.

Urey (1973) used the ages of tektites as evidence that geological periods have been
terminated by asteroid or comet impacts with Earth14. Since then at least the major
extinction event at the Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary 65 million years ago has been
reliably connected with a cosmic impact, even though other phenomena alongside the
impact contributed to the extinction15. However, tracing impact history is di�cult
because sedimentation, erosion and plate tectonics gradually hide older craters. So
far about 190 terrestrial impact structures have been identi�ed (Fig. 1.4). A recent
study compared the cratering rates of Moon and Earth, concluding that hundreds of
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smaller craters (� < 6km) are still undiscovered16. Also the record of very old craters
(t > 600Mya) is still rather limited.

Another matter of dispute is the periodicity of cosmic impacts. Impacting objects
can be NEAs (near-Earth asteroids) or NECs (near-Earth comets) from the Oort
cloud. Most craters are due to NEAs, but craters caused by NECs are more prominent
because impacting comets tend to have a larger impact velocity and size, and thus
these impacts release more energy17. Several papers have argued for the presence of a
periodic component 26 Myr to 36 Myr in the crater data. The 26 Myr periodicity was
�rst suggested in the mass extinctions of species by Raup & Sepkoski in 198418 who
analyzed fossil records. The connection with impact craters was elaborated in �ve
articles of Nature issue 30819;20;21;22;23. The 26 Myr periodicity was explained with the
oscillation of Solar System in the plane of the Galaxy, or with a solar companion star
initiating comet showers from the Oort cloud. Periodic passage through the spiral
arms of the galaxy has been suggested to induce heightened exposure to impacts,
cosmic rays and supernovae24;18. More recently, Rohde & Müller25 and Melott &
Bambach26 found a 62 Myr period in the extinctions of marine species, while Rampino
& Caldeira27 argued again for a 26 Myr periodicity in crater ages. Over the years many
studies have argued for and against periodicity28;29;30;31;32;33. For example, Meier &
Holm-Almwark showed that the 26 Myr periodicity disappears when more precise
crater ages28 are used, because periodicity is caused by "clusters" of contemporary
craters. These may have been caused by a larger object breaking into fragments that
impact the Earth at the same time. Our Paper V addresses this question: If some
Earth impacts are periodic (for example of cometary origin), can such periodicity be
detected from the available data?



Chapter 2

Rayleigh test

In the papers included in this thesis, the R-test (Rayleigh test) is applied to search
for periodicity in time point series.

Periodicity in a series of time points t1 ≤ t2 ≤ ... ≤ tn, where n is the number
of the time points, can be analyzed with parametric or non-parametric methods. In
each paper of this thesis, the non-parametric Rayleigh test is applied to search for
periodicity in time points. No graphical model is assumed for these data. As there is
no model, the method is called non-parametric. If the method relies on a model and
the model has parameters, the method is parametric. Instead, in Rayleigh test the
hypothesis H0 formulated in Ch. 2.1 is tested.

The Rayleigh test35 has previously been utilized to test such hypotheses in at
least chemistry, biology, geology, and astronomy. It has proved e�ective in searching
for periods and quasi-periods in X-ray and γ-ray data, for example sunspots and
the emissions from Jupiter's aurora36;37;38. It is historically based on a solution for
Pearson's random walk problem39, which was formulated as:

A man starts from a point 0 and walks l yards in a straight line; he then
turns through any angle whatever and walks another l yards in a second
straight line. He repeats this process n times. I require the probability (Q)
that after these n stretches he is at a distance between r and r + dr from
his starting point 0.

Its �rst practical application was as a description of polymer con�gurations.40

R-test means testing a hypothesis: a "walk" is random. If the "walk" has a speci�c
direction the random hypothesis is rejected. The test gives the probability for a signal
being present in a sample of circular data (i.e. data measured in angles or directions).

A time point series ti becomes such circular or directional data, if the time points
are transformed into unit vectors pointing to a direction calculated according to the
chosen period P or frequency f = P−1. The directions of these unit vectors are the
phase angles Θ = 2π(t−t0)/P . A pair of time points separated by an integer multiple
of the period P have identical phase angles Θ when transformed to circular data.

Let us formulate the R-test for n time points ti with an arbitrary period P and
frequency f = P−1.

The phases φi of a time point ti with period P and frequency f and the corre-
sponding phase angles θi are calculated as follows:

8
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Figure 2.1: An example of time points ti transformed into phases φi using Eq. 2.1.

θi = 2πφi = 2π × frac[(ti − t0)P−1], (2.1)

where t0 is the zero epoch and frac(x) means the fractional part of x, i.e. the excess
beyond the number's integer part (e.g. frac[1.23] = 0.23).

The above equation gives the phase φi of the time point ti with the period P ,
where 0 ≤ φi < 1, and the phase angle θi, where 0 ≤ θi < 2π. The transformation of
time point to phase angle is graphically shown in Fig. 2.1.

The Rayleigh test statistic z is the vector sum of the unit vectors ri = [cos θi, sin θi].

z = n−1[(
∑

cos θi)
2 + (

∑
sin θi)

2] = |R|2/n. (2.2)

Higher value of the test statistic means a higher probability that the data is not
random. The vector R =

∑n
i=1 ri points to the direction θR = arctan(Ry/Rx), where

Rx =
∑n

i=1 cos θi and Ry =
∑n

i=1 sin θi.
Note that the periodogram of discrete Fourier transform41 or the convolution of

true Fourier transform with a spectral window42 with constant signal, i.e. without a
scaling function, is equal to the Rayleigh test statistic.

The probability density function for the standard Rayleigh test statistic z is

f(z) = e−z. (2.3)

Note that the symbol f in this case does not denote frequency but the probability
of random variable reaching the value. In this introduction I have chosen to utilize
f for both meanings to maintain consistency and easy comparison with the source
material. Its integral, the cumulative distribution function is

F (z) = 1− e−z. (2.4)

The value F (z0) of the cumulative distribution function is the probability for the
test statistic z being lower or equal to the value z0.

P (z ≤ z0) = F (z0) = 1− e−z0 . (2.5)

The probability for the complementary event z > z0 is

P (z > z0) = 1− F (z0) = e−z0 (2.6)
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Note that the last equation brings us back to the original problem of random
walk: Pearson's question: I require the probability (Q) that after these n stretches he
is at a distance between r and r + dr from his starting point 0.
Rayleigh's answer: If n be very great, the probability sought is 2

ne
−r2/nrdr.43

For large n, the result is consistent with Eq. 2.6 as an integral of Rayleigh's
function from R to ∞.

Q = e−z = e−(R
2/n) (2.7)

2.1 Testing an arbitrary frequency

R-test is performed to check if the "random walk" hypothesis is true, i.e. whether
the data has a random distribution or not. The structure of the test is:

1: The null hypothesis (H0) is made:
"The chosen time points ti transformed to phases φi with an arbitrary
frequency f are randomly distributed between [0,1]."

2: The preassigned signi�cance level γ for rejecting H0 is �xed. It is the
probability for falsely rejecting H0 when it is true.

3: The test statistic z0 for the time point series ti, ..., tn is calculated with
the chosen frequency f .

4: The critical level Q = P (z ≥ z0) = e−z0 is calculated.

5: If Q < γ, the null hypothesis H0 is rejected. If Q ≥ γ, the null
hypothesis H0 is not rejected.

2.2 Testing several independent frequencies

The statistical test for one (m = 1) arbitrary frequency is described above. In practice
we want to test many independent frequencies in a chosen interval [fmin, fmax].

The distance between independent frequencies f0 means that the z(f) values do
not correlate with z(f + f0). This requires that the phase di�erence of the �rst and
last time points t1 and tn in the data with length ∆T is one full cycle. Thus, the
distance between independent frequencies is

f0 =
1

tn − t1
=

1

∆T
.

The choice of minimum and maximum frequency is arbitrary within the boundary
conditions established by data spacing and data length:

fmin =
1

Pmax
=

1

∆T
fmax =

1

Pmin
=

n

∆T

The periodogram z(f) (Fig. 2.2) is then obtained by calculating the test statistic
z of every independent frequency in the tested interval [fmin, fmax]. The number of
tested independent frequencies is a ceiling function that produces an integer:
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m = dfmax − fmin

f0
e (2.8)

Testing many independent frequencies requires recalculating the probability for
the test statistic z exceeding the limit z0. The probability for z > z0 in a single test
(m = 1) was given in Eq. 2.6. The probability for the complementary event z ≤ z0
was given in Eq. 2.5.

It follows that the probability for z not exceeding z0 even once when testing m
independent frequencies f is

P (z ≤ z0) = (1− e−z0)m.

The probability for z being at least once higher than z0 in m tests is equal to the
probability of the complementary event of the above

P (z > z0) = 1− (1− e−z0)m (2.9)

This probability Q = P (z > z0) is the critical level. If Q < γ in any of the m
statistically independent tests, the null hypothesis H0 is rejected. To be precise, the
signi�cance estimates are valid only for the highest peak. Considering the comple-
mentary idea, the probability for more than one peak higher than z0 in m tests is
actually lower. Thus, in this case, signi�cance may be underestimated.

The accuracy in the position of the peak can be improved by over�lling, i.e. divid-
ing the frequency step f0 by a factor G33. Over�lling within an interval ±f0/2 does
not have any consequences for the statistics, because these tests are not independent.

2.3 Bootstrap error estimates

The standard error σf of the best frequency fbest determined with the R-test can be
estimated with di�erent approaches. In all articles presented here the bootstrap44 is
used to estimate σf . In this method, we randomly sample t∗ from the original time
series t = [t1, ..., tn]. Any time point in t may be included into t∗ several times or not
at all. The number of samples t∗1, ..., t

∗
S created from the data is S. For each sample,

the Rayleigh test is performed for the frequency interval [fbest − f0/2, fbest + f0/2].
This gives the best frequency fbest,j(j = 1, ..., S) for each particular t∗j sample (Fig.
2.3). After the best frequency of all S random samples has been calculated, the
standard deviation of these S best frequencies fbest,j gives σf .

σf =

√
1

S − 1

S∑
j=1

(fbest,j − 〈fbest〉), (2.10)

〈fbest〉 = (1/S)
S∑

j=1

fbest,j
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Figure 2.2: An example of periodogram zf produced by calculating the test statistic z
of every independent frequency in the interval [fmin = 0.0, fmax = 0.2] with over�lling
factor G = 20. The line represents the z0 for Q = P (z > z0) < γ, where γ = 0.01. In
other words, 1% of random samples will reach this level. Because at least one z(f)
value is higher than the critical level, the null hypothesis H0 is rejected.

Figure 2.3: An example of using bootstrap to estimate standard error σf for f = 0.034.
The periodogram calculated from the original data with over�lling factor G = 20 is
denoted by the thick line. The periodograms of samples t∗ are denoted by the narrow
lines. The diamonds mark the best frequency fbest for each sample. The standard
deviation of these best frequencies gives σf = 0.003.
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2.4 Spurious periods

Let us assume that besides the real period P , an interfering period P0 is present
in the data. Consequently, time points separated by multiples of P0 may cause a
spurious period P ′ appear in the periodogram. This occurs because for a time point
ti = t0 + k2P0, where k2 = 1, 2, ..., the phases are the same for the real period P and
for the spurious period P ′:

φi = frac[(ti − t0)/P ] = frac[k2P0/P ]

φ′i = frac[(ti − t0)/P ′] = frac[k2P0/P
′].

Relation φi = φ′i is ful�lled, if k1 = ±1,±2, ... and

frac[k2P0/P ] = frac[k2P0/P
′]

⇔ k2P0/P = k2P0/P
′ + k1.

The phases are equal, because their di�erences are full cycles k1 = ±1,±2, ....
Hence, spurious periods induced by the interference of P with P0 can be predicted
from

P ′ = [P−1 + k1(k2P0)
−1]−1. (2.11)

Negative values of k1 result in phase di�erence −1,−2,−3, ..., producing "mir-
rored" phase distributions for P and P ′. It is not easy to recognize all spurious
periods with this simple equation because the combinations of the variables are end-
less. However, at least some spurious periods can be noticed with the help of these
relations.

For example, in testing for the periodicity of prognoses in the Cairo Calendar
(Paper II) the period 1d.54 was found to be a spurious period predicted by Eq. 2.11
where P1 = 2.85 (the proposed period of Algol), P2 = 1.0 (an artifact of the regular
spacing of the time points), k1 = −1 and k2 = 1.



Chapter 3

Periodicity of prognoses in the

Cairo Calendar

Paper I was the beginning of a veritable adventure: this study regarding the Ancient
Egyptian calendars of lucky and unlucky days would spawn three more papers (Pa-
pers II-IV). It started with the idea of using the R-test to determine if the so-called
prognoses ('good' and 'bad' assigned to parts of days) were distributed randomly or
periodically within the year.

Calendars of lucky and unlucky days, also known as hemerologies, are ancient
Egyptian texts that describe prognoses 'good' (nfr ) and 'bad' (aHA ) with related
suggestions and prohibitions for the days of the year. In Paper I, the prognoses
from papyrus Cairo 86637, papyrus Sallier IV and papyrus BM 10474 were tested
for periodicity. Previous studies45;46;47;48 on hemerologies had already suggested that
some astronomical events in�uenced the prognoses. However, the only clearly visible
periodicity was that the 'good' prognosis is repeated for every 1st day of the month
and 'bad' prognosis for every 20th day of the month. Mythological events relating to
speci�c dates are also described. In all the source texts studied here, three separate
prognoses were assigned for each day - usually taken as one for the morning, one for
the mid-day and one for the evening. An example is shown in Table 3.1.

The prognoses from the three mentioned sources were tabulated according to
Leitz47. Any unclear or incomplete prognoses were ignored. In Paper I we created
three time points for each day: one for the morning, second for the mid-day and a
third for the evening. It is not known for certain if the third prognosis was supposed
to include also the nighttime, but dividing the daytime into three equal parts was
considered su�cient. We proved that the day division is irrelevant regarding the
main results.

Table 3.1: An example of the prognoses in Cairo Calendar. Days I Akhet 1-10.

Day First part of day (morning) Second part of day (mid-day) Third part of day (evening / night)

I Akhet 1 good good good
I Akhet 2 good good good
I Akhet 3 good good bad
I Akhet 4 good good bad
I Akhet 5 good good good
I Akhet 6 bad bad good
I Akhet 7 good good good
I Akhet 8 good good bad
I Akhet 9 good good good
I Akhet 10 good good good

14
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The declination δ of the sun was obtained with the day number N counted from
the Gregorian New Year's day:

δ = −23.45◦ cos([360/365]N + 10)

The Egyptian New Year was assumed to occur at N = 187. This epoch N was
actually misread from Leitz47 who used N = 188 as kindly later pointed out by Rolf
Krauss. Luckily, this mishap did not have any consequences for the results, which we
showed in Paper II to be independent of the concordance N .

The integer part of each time point was the day number, counted from the Egyp-
tian New Year. The day number NE was obtained from the month M and day D
with the equation

NE = 30(M − 1) +D. (3.1)

At the intermediate latitude of Egypt φ = 26◦45 min the declination δ is:

cosH = ± tanφ tan δ,

where + is for sunset and − for sunrise.
The length of the Egyptian daytime ld was calculated from the hour angle of

sunset and sunrise H, also known as the half day arc:

ld = 2 | H |

The decimal parts for the three time points of the day were ld/(6∗24h), 3∗ ld/(6∗
24h) and 5 ∗ ld/(6 ∗ 24h).

Separate time point series were created from the prognoses given by papyri Cairo
86637, BM 10474 and Sallier IV. Time points were selected according to the occurrence
of a prognosis combination (e.g. GGG, SSS, GGS) or the occurrence of a single
prognosis (G or S) in a speci�c day part or any day part. GGG and SSS were the
most common by far. Some rarely occurring combinations such as SGS and GSG
did not yield enough time points for this study. For prognosis combinations, thirteen
time point series were created. For individual prognoses, 24 time point series were
created.

We did not analyze the prognoses as binary data (e.g. G represented by 1 and
S represented by 0) but independently because wanted to avoid inducing noise from
the S periods to G periodogram, and vice versa. Analysis of the prognoses as binary
data remains a possible future experiment.

3.1 First evidence: the unmodi�ed R-test

The tested period interval was 1d.5 ≤ P ≤ 180d, and we used the preassigned signi�-
cance level γ = 0.01 for rejecting H0 (Fig. 3.2).

The null hypothesis H0 was rejected in 11 cases. In these cases, we also calculated
the error σP of the signi�cant periods using the bootstrap method (see Ch. I, Eq.
2.10).

The best period in most of the time point series was 7d.5. It was signi�cant in
series 32-37 and it reached the highest signi�cance (i.e. lowest critical level) found in
any of the series: Q = 4.792 × 10−7 in series 36. It was accepted as a real period in
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Figure 3.1: Thoth, the patron of science and scribal profession, was also a lunar
god. It has been suggested that an intercalary month named after Thoth was used
to synchronize the lunar and solar calendars49. Drawing courtesy of Anja Isoaho.

Paper I and proposed as evidence for a division of the month into four "weeks". This
interpretation was revised in Paper II.

Another prominent period was the period 30d. It was the best period in series 32
and 35. It was noted that the mean length of the synodic month (29d.531) is within
he error margin of Pbest,1 = 29.39 ± 0.24 (series 32). The period of the Moon was
evidence of an underlying lunar calendar.

The period 2d.4 was the best period in series 37, the period 3d.16 was the third
best period in series 37 and the period 2d.85 was the third best period in series 32. It
was tentatively proposed that this 2.85 days period may be connected to the variable
star Algol, whose brightness changes occur today in a 2d.867 cycle.

3.2 Rising of Algol: the modi�ed R-test

In Paper I, we used some assumptions in creating the time points for the prognoses.
For example, we assumed that the time point for the third part of the day represented
evening, even though it might have been meant to include the entire nighttime47. For
Paper II, we created additional time point series Fig. 3.3 where the third time point
of the day was

t3(NE) = (NE − 1) + 1/2 + (1/2)[lD(NG)/24] (3.2)

Another assumption concerned the concordance between the Egyptian (NE) and
Gregorian (NG) days, so we tested time point series with N0 = 62, N0 = 187 and
N0 = 307. We also tested eliminating the day 1 of each month (which is always
"GGG") and the day 20 of each month (which is always "SSS"). All these variations
resulted in 24 time point series for the prognoses of papyrus Cairo 86637, abbr. CC.
Out of the original source papyri, only CC was tested. Individual prognoses G or
S, not prognosis combinations such as GGG or SSS, were used to create the time
point series. The tested period interval in Paper II was 1d.5 ≤ P ≤ 90d. Due to the
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Figure 3.2: An example of the results of Paper I. (a) The periodogram of time series 32
with the three best periods marked. The horizontal line represents the critical level.
Note the noise at short frequencies due to unreliable statistics when the tested period
approaches the length of the data. This naturally vanished with the normalization
applied in Paper II.(b-d) show a magni�cation of the periodogram in the vicinity of
the three best periods. (e-g) show the phase distributions of time points for the three
best periods.

Figure 3.3: This graph shows the seasonal �uctuation in the assignment of time points
for the �rst, second and third part of the day. The left circle shows time points created
assuming the third part of the day in the Cairo Calendar refers to evening. The right
circle shows time points created assuming it refers to the nighttime. Over the year,
the �rst time points of the day fall within the yellow sector, the second time points
of the day within the red sector and the third time points of the day within the blue
sector.
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Figure 3.4: The prognosis distribution of the actual Cairo Calendar prognoses was
used to create random prognosis data. As 191 of the �rst parts of the day have good
prognoses and 114 of them have bad prognoses, this ratio determined the probabilities
for the �rst random prognosis choice of each day. The second and third random
prognoses of the day were created accordingly with the ratios from real prognosis
data.

structure, length and spacing of the data there is no meaningful information to be
acquired by testing much shorter or longer periods.

It was also shown that standard signi�cance estimates do not apply to the struc-
ture of the calendar, because the ratio of "good" and "bad" days would not be purely
random in any case. A hemerology where all or nearly all days are "good", or nearly
all "bad", would not have been likely. Thus, to simulate the real structure, we gen-
erated random prognosis data with the real ratio of "good" and "bad" prognoses in
order to check the signi�cance estimates.

We tabulated the number of good and bad prognoses over the entire calendar year.
As 191 mornings have good prognosis and 114 mornings have bad prognosis,

random prognosis for the morning was created with probabilities P (G) = 191
305 and

P (S) = 114
305 . Out of the 191 good mornings, only 8 were followed by bad mid-

day. Thus, the probabilities for mid-day prognosis when the morning is good were
P (GG) = 183

191 and P (GS) = 8
191 . When mid-day was also good, only 6 days in

the CC had this combination followed by a bad evening. Thus, the probabilities
for the evening with a good morning and good mid-day were P (GGG) = 177

183 and
P (GGS) = 6

183 . Probabilities for all other simulated prognoses were calculated ac-
cordingly and tabulated in Paper II (Fig. 3.4).
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We simulated 10000 samples of aperiodic prognosis data ti created in the afore-
mentioned manner. The periodogram of each sample was calculated with the R-test.
The median of these 10000 periodograms was the "observation noise" periodogram
ze(f) that we used to estimate the reliability of standard statistics for this data. Since
ze(f) showed deviation from standard Q estimates, we divided the Rayleigh test pe-
riodogram z(f) of the real data with the "observation noise" ze(f). This gave us the
normalized periodogram zN (f) = z(f)/ze(f) (Paper II, Eq. 7). This normalization
gave us more reliable simulated signi�cance levels. In Paper I we used the preassigned
signi�cance level γ = 0.01 because we wanted to see if even some weak periodicity can
be detected from the prognoses. However, since some of the periods reached very high
signi�cance, for the next study we used the preassigned signi�cance level γ = 0.001
for rejecting the null hypothesis H0 of randomness.

Earlier we had obtained three signi�cant periods: the "lunar" period 29d.4, the
period 7d.5 and the "Algol" period 2d.85. The e�ect of the normalized periodogram
was that the "lunar" period was shifted to 29d.6 (closer to the real value of the
synodic month) and an additional period 1d.54 was signi�cant in some of the samples.
The e�ect of excluding days 1 and 20 of each month was that the "lunar" period
and the 7d.5 period lost their signi�cance, but the "Algol" period became even
more signi�cant. None of the periods from the "bad" prognoses of CC reached the
preassigned signi�cance level of γ = 0.001.

The period 1d.54 was a spurious period predicted by Eq. 2.11 where P1 = 2.85,
P2 = 1.0, k1 = −1 and k2 = 1. The period P2 is a predictable alias, or observation
window, of the day division into morning, midday and evening. This period 1d.54
was absent in samples that used the division into morning, midday and night.

3.3 Astrophysical and astronomical implications

It was noted already in Paper I that the small di�erence in 2d.85 from the current
period of Algol's variability could be evidence of changes in Algol's period. To verify
this idea we needed to understand astrophysics of the mass transfer from Algol B to
Algol A. The long-term increase in period is predicted by

Ṗorb/Porb = −[3ṁB(mA −mB)]/(mAmB) (3.3)

where Ṗorb is the rate of Porb change, mA and mB are the masses of Algol A and B,
while ṁB is the mass transfer rate50;51. The di�erence between the ancient period of
Algol and current period gave ṁB = −2.2×10−7M� per year. This is consistent with
the higher mass transfer estimates52 while other models suggest it is much lower53.
Our research may help ascertain the previously uncon�rmed rate of change in Algol's
period.

The astronomical question of Paper II was: Could ancient Egyptians around 1224
BC have detected Algol's variability? I quote here these eight elimination criteria
directly from the paper:

C1: Variability ful�lls mmax ≤ 4.0 and δm ≥ 0.4.
C2: Period is known and ful�lls 1.d5 ≤ P ≤ 90d.
C3: Variable was not below, or too close to, the horizon.
C4: Variability can be predicted.
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Figure 3.5: Percival Lowell's interpretation of Algol A-B system at the moment of
eclipse.54.

C5: Variability can be detected during a single night.
C6: Variability changes the constellation pattern.
C7: Period of variability could be discovered by ancient Egyptian scribes.
C8: In history, which periodic variable stars were discovered �rst.

Out of all 40 000 variable stars, these criteria favored Algol. Algol is the only
eclipsing binary whose entire eclipse can be observed during a single night. Its vari-
ability a�ects noticeably the observed constellation pattern. Historically, Algol was
the second detected periodic variable star.

The perturbations by Algol C on the inclination of the A-B system may change
the observed eclipse over time (Fig. 3.5). Thus we needed to check that there actually
were eclipses in 1224 BC. The best estimate for the angle suggests that the eclipses
were similar in 1224 BC as in the present day55.



Chapter 4

Periodicity of mythological

description in the Cairo Calendar

4.1 Brightness changes and divine battles

The research question was if there are indications of such observations in the mytho-
logical texts and descriptions of CC that accompany the prognoses. For this study, we
chose 28 prominent deities, nouns and locations from the text using the translations
of Leitz47 and Bakir56. When one of the selected words (SW) occurred in the text
for a day, the date was converted into a time point which was then included in the
analysis. Occurrences of SW in compound words such as Ra-Horakhti (a combination
of Ra and Horus) were ignored, as were dates with an uncertain prognosis.

The time points were

ti = 30(M − 1) +D − 1 +mt (4.1)

where M is the month number and D is the day number. The constant mt was
the mean of the decimal parts from the day division in Paper II. This constant was
used because usually the connection of an SW to a speci�c part of the day was not
apparent.

The periods of Moon (PM ) and Algol (PA) were proven signi�cant earlier. Tech-
nically this means that phases of time points created from the prognoses, transformed
to vectors ri, are aligned instead of being randomly distributed. For example, if the
sum vector R =

∑n
i=1 ri points to 0◦, then all individual vectors ri having phase

angles −90◦ < θi < 90◦ strengthen the signi�cance, while the remaining ri weaken it.
In order to discover which SW strengthen or weaken the signi�cance, we �rst

calculated the ephemerides of the sum vectors R of the samples of series of time
points (SSTP) 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 from Paper II with the periods of Moon and Algol.
The ephemeris zero epoch was given by

tE = t0 + PφR (4.2)

where using zero epoch t0 = 0 for the above mentioned SSTP gave tE,Algol = 0.53 ±
0.09 and tE,Moon = 3.50 ± 0.09. Using these ephemerides, time points with phase
close to φ = Θ = 0 were considered relevant for the periodicity.

We wanted to identify which SW correlate with the Moon and Algol periodicities.
All dates with an SW occurring in the text create a subset of time point series t∗.

21
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Figure 4.1: The author with a statue of Horus in front of the Temple of Edfu, 2006.
Photo courtesy of Heidi Jauhiainen.

We used the ephemeris tE in Eq. 2.1 in calculating the phases for these samples. We
then computed the impact of this subset on the chosen P:

zx = (Rx/|Rx|)(R2
x/n), (4.3)

where Rx was computed only for the n∗ time points of t∗. If zx > 0, the time points
strengthened the periodic signal. If zx < 0, they weakened the signal. We also
calculated the critical level Qz for the test statistic zx. Our criterion for an SW being
connected to a P was zx ≥ 1.0 and Qz ≤ 0.2. A more detailed explanation of the
zx and Qz criteria is given in Paper III. We also noted the cases where t∗ exhibited
periodicity, but did not strengthen it (the points are not aligned with the sum vector
R of the period in the sample).

For each SW, we also calculated the binomial distribution probability QB. It
measures the presence of this particular SW in relation to all the individual vectors
contributing to the sum vector R.

For each SW, the binomial distribution probability was

QB = P (n1, n2, N) =

n2∑
i=n1

(
n2
i

)
qiB(1− qB)n2−i, (4.4)

where N was the total number of prognoses NG or NS . Binomial probability qB =
nG/NG or nS/NS was the fraction that is related to the chosen SW. Parameter n1
was the number of vectors in this SW that are among the n2 vectors closest to θR
in all NG or NS . Thus, QB measures the presence of this particular SW among the
vectors in the direction of θR.
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Algol's period PA was found to be connected to the SWs: "Horus", "Re", "Wed-
jat", "Followers", "Sakhmet" and "Ennead". The SWs "Heliopolis" and "Enemy"
also exhibited this periodicity but did not strengthen the PA signal. These SWs were
found to be connected to Moon signal PM : "Earth", "Heaven", "Busiris", "Rebel",
"Thoth" and "Onnophris". The SW "Nut" exhibited the periodicity but did not
strengthen the PM signal.

The SW "Horus" (Fig. 4.1) had the largest impact (zx = +3.5) and the highest
signi�cance (Qz = 0.03) for PA. The associated texts apparently describe Algol at its
brightest ("white crown", "returned complete", "entering into heaven"). Interpreta-
tions from the phase diagram were that the good prognoses are connected with the
brightest phases of Algol whereas bad prognoses occurred after Algol's eclipse (Fig.
4.2).

The SW "Sakhmet" (Fig. 4.3) was only the �fth best in order of impact (zx =
+1.3) on PA but the three si time points in the phase diagram after the eclipse
of Algol reached the lowest found binomial distribution probability: QB = 0.0004.
These three unlucky prognoses are immediately followed by lucky ones. In Paper IV,
we showed that they were possibly related to the myth of Destruction of Mankind
where the bloodthirsty goddess Sakhmet is paci�ed with beer colored to look like
blood.

The SW "Earth" had the largest impact (zx = +5.3) and the highest signi�cance
(Qz = 0.001) for the period of the Moon. Full Moon was lucky for Earth, consis-
tent with previous knowledge regarding the ancient Egyptian lunar feasts. The SW
"Heaven" also had a large impact (zx = +3.4) and high signi�cance (Qz = 0.03) with
PM .

The SW "Seth" (Fig. 5.1) weakened the PM signi�cance (negative zx) and thus did
not strengthen the period of the Moon. But a connection of the SW to an unlucky New
Moon is suggested by the descriptions of days III Peret 16-17, as already suggested
by Leitz47.

The main conclusions from the analysis of the SW were that the brightest phases
of both Moon and Algol were apparently considered lucky while Algol's eclipses and
the New Moon were considered unlucky. Algol was represented as a form of Horus.
Seth was shown to be connected to the cycle of the Moon.

The ephemerides calculated in Paper III were used in Paper IV to study in more de-
tail how the textual references to "Horus", "Wedjat", "Sakhmet", "Seth" and "Osiris"
relate to the observed phases of Algol and Moon.

Texts referring to "Horus", "Wedjat" and "Sakhmet" were rearranged according
to the phase angles ΘAlgol. "Horus", "Seth" and "Osiris" passages were arranged
according to ΘMoon. We explored how these texts correspond to the myths of "De-
struction of Mankind" and "Contendings of Horus and Seth" when ordered by phase
of Algol or Moon and concluded that the actions of the deities correlated with the
phase at least in the bright phases of Algol and Moon.
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Figure 4.2: The distribution of the texts related to SW "Horus" in relation to the
phases of Algol and Moon. Time runs counter-clockwise from the phase φ = 0 which
is the brightest phase of Algol (Aa) and Moon (Ma). The next three points Ab/Mb,
Ac/Mc and Ad/Md are separated by δφ = 0.25 = 90◦. The test statistic value z,
impact zx and critical level Qz are given where Qz ≤ 0.2. The concerned period is P
and the number of time points in the subsample is n. The large black point indicates
the direction of the sum vector ΘR. Figure (a) shows the concentration of good
prognoses in the bright phase of Algol (determined from the Qz and zx values, not
visually). The thick line centered on point Ac (φ = 0.5) outlines the 10 hour eclipse
of Algol. Figure (b) shows the distribution of bad prognoses in relation to the phase
of Algol. They seem to occur after Algol's eclipse. Figure (c) shows the distribution
of the good prognoses of SW "Horus" in relation to the Moon and �gure (d) the bad
prognoses. Horus has no clear connection to PM .
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Figure 4.3: The lion goddess Sakhmet was a destructive aspect of the solar divinity.
Depending on the context, she may be synonymous with Wadjet or the Eye of Horus.
Drawing courtesy of Anja Isoaho.



Chapter 5

Ten arguments regarding the Cairo

Calendar

We summarize the results of our study of Calendars of Lucky and Unlucky Days and
the possibility of ancient Egyptians having observed the variability of Algol, in the
following 10 arguments, as published in Paper IV:

Argument I: For thousands of years, the "hour-watchers" practiced the tradi-
tion of timekeeping by observing hour-stars. If Algol was not an hour-star, it
certainly belonged to some hour-star pattern or related constellation.

The "hour-watchers" were scribes who observed stars in order to tell the hour
of the night. These so-called star clocks are also found in funerary art5. Algol is the
60th brightest star in the sky57 and could be observed in the area of the ecliptic
plane, making it a suitable clock-star. We cannot reliably identify Algol from the
star clocks because only a few stars have been identi�ed with any certainty. Even if
Algol wasn't actually a clock-star, its variability could easily have been noticed if the
pattern around it was being observed.

Argument II: Proper timing of the nightly religious rituals relied on the �xed
hour-star patterns.

In ancient Egypt, proper timing of rituals was of foremost importance58. At
night, the Sun was considered to pass through gates, which had to be opened and
their guardians appeased, helped by these rituals. Any failure by the priests in
observing these rituals would run the risk of the Sun not rising the next morning.
Star clocks were created to serve the purpose of measuring the beginnings and
endings of the 12 night hours. Any unpredictable changes in the observed star
patterns would have gained attention.

Argument III: A naked eye can easily discover the signi�cant hour-star pattern
change caused by Algol's eclipse.

Algol was prominently visible in the Egyptian night sky and any unexpected
change in the observed stars would have been disturbing. Noticing Algol's variability

26
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would have been theoretically possible for 7 hours during the eclipse and quite easy
during the 3 dimmest hours of the eclipse.

Argument IV: The scribes could have discovered Algol's 2.850 = 57/20 days
period from long term observations of the regular 19 and 57 days eclipse cycles.

A sequence of three night-time eclipses is repeated every 19 days in a pattern
of 3+3+13 days. First, an eclipse occurs in the end of the night, three days from
this �rst eclipse it occurs close to midnight, after the next three days again in the
beginning of the night. The next observable night-time eclipse will be after 13 days.
After three of these sequences complete a 57 (19+19+19) day cycle, Algol's eclipse
has returned to the same hour of the night. Figure 6 in Paper IV shows how either the
presence or the absence of a nightly eclipse could have been recorded by the Egyptians.

Argument V: The ancient Egyptian scribes may have calculated the 57/20 =
2.850 days period of Algol from long term observations (1st method). They may not
have calculated this 2.850 days period, because the 19 days and 57 days cycles already
perfectly predicted all night-time eclipses of Algol (2nd method), or they may have
just recorded the observed night-time eclipses into CC (3rd method).

The ancient Babylonians and the ancient Chinese predicted the occurrence of
lunar eclipses based on long-term records. The Late Egyptian papyrus Carlsberg
9 shows that Egyptians used long-term records to calculate the synodic period of
the Moon. This raises the question if Algol's period could have been calculated as
well (1st method). However, with the 19 and 57 day cycles mentioned in Argument
IV, eclipse prediction would have been possible without a numerical estimate (2nd
method). The pattern of observed eclipses could also have been transferred directly
to the calendar without sophisticated advance predictions (3rd method).

Argument VI: To avoid violating cosmic order, the scribes would have referred
to Algol's changes only indirectly.

As an example, solar eclipses were certainly noticed but in no ancient Egyp-
tian written records are they mentioned directly59. Evidently they were considered
fearsome and unlucky portents60. There is a high possibility that for the same
reason many astronomical events like Algol's eclipses were described indirectly in
mythological language by the ancient Egyptians.

Argument VII: Even a quick glance on List 1 (Paper IV) and List 2 (Paper
IV) reveals that numerous CC texts are excerpts from the LE1 and LE2 legends.

List 1, in appendix C of Paper IV, includes CC texts mentioning "Horus",
"Wedjat" or "Sakhmet", in order of θAlgol. List 2, in appendix D of Paper IV,
includes CC texts mentioning "Horus", "Seth" or "Osiris", in order of θMoon. The
sequences of these texts suggest that the phases of variable astronomical objects
reminded Egyptians of the actions of deities in the myths of Destruction of Mankind
(LE1) and Contendings of Horus and Seth (LE2).
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Figure 5.1: The god Seth, nemesis of Horus, commonly embodied disorder and rebel-
lion. Rayleigh test of the Cairo Calendar showed a connection between Seth and the
period of the Moon. Drawing courtesy of Anja Isoaho.

Argument VIII: The texts of List 1 (θAlgol order) and List 2 (θMoon order)
show that the LE1 and LE2 legends could have been used to describe indirectly the
regular changes of Algol and the Moon.

The �rst principle seems to have been:

"The middle of the bright phases of Algol and the Moon is lucky for
mankind."

This is suggested by texts near Algol's brightest phase:
"the majesty of Horus receiving the white crown"
"this eye of Horus has come, is complete, is uninjured"
"Peace between Horus and Seth"
"Onnophris' happiness in giving his throne to his son Horus"
"a feast of entering into heaven, the two banks of Horus rejoice"

The times after Algol's eclipse phase were notable for negative and aggressive
events involving "Horus", "Wedjat" or "Sakhmet". As for the Moon, the brightest
phase seemed also the luckiest phase. The unlucky nature of the New Moon was
already noted by Leitz regarding the dates III Peret 16 and 17, when one is forbidden
to "go out and see the darkness" 47. Also other unlucky predictions connected to Seth
and Osiris were concentrated on the dark phases of the Moon. It is notable that the
waxing and waning of the moon was in some Late Period sources represented as gods
entering and leaving the celestial eye61.

We tentatively proposed the second and third principles:

"Use elements from LE1 and LE2 to indirectly describe Algol's changes
(List 1)."
"Use LE2 for indirect description of the lunar phases (List 2)."
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Argument IX: Algol could have been naturally associated with Horus and called as
such, because Algol can disappear and reappear.

If the Egyptians noticed Algol's variability, they would have sought to incor-
porate the phenomenon into their worldview of constant struggle between the forces
of order and chaos62. For example, the eclipse might remind of the myth where
Seth blinds the eye of Horus and the brightening reminds of the restoration of the
eye63. Many di�erent interpretations would have linked Algol's eclipse cycle to the
rejuvenation of royal power and cosmic order.

Argument X: Astrophysical considerations support the idea that the 2.850 days
period in CC can be the period of Algol.

The current orbital period of Algol is 2d.867. The mass transfer between Al-
gol B and Algol A could have caused the period to increase, in case the ancient
Egyptian period 2d.850 ± 0d.002 is correct. This would agree with the predicted
evolution of the Algol system52.

We concluded that ancient Egyptians had themeans and themotives for observing
Algol and it is the simplest, and currently the only sensible, explanation for the 2d.85
period in the prognoses of the Cairo Calendar. The period was found in only one of
the three tested Calendars of Lucky and Unlucky Days which is certainly intriguing.
It shows that between the di�erent examples of calendars, there are other structural
di�erences than some random shifts in prognoses. It is probably not useful here to
speculate much about it, but the absence of the Algol period in other calendars means
that is not automatically included.



Chapter 6

Periodicity in simulated crater

data

6.1 Generating simulation data from probability distri-

butions

As mentioned in section 1.2, many studies have found periodicity in the terrestrial
impact crater record. The aim of Paper V was to determine the quantity and quality
requirements for reliable detection of such periodicity, if it exists. We simulated crater
data as would have been created by aperiodic, partly periodic or fully periodic impact
events. We searched for periodicity in this simulated data and compared the chances
of reliable detection with di�erent dataset sizes and errors.

If the probability density of aperiodic impact events over time was constant, we
could have used the null hypothesis H0 for standard Rayleigh test statistics. However,
erosion and other geological factors complicate the detection of older and smaller
craters. The e�ect of erosion is apparent in actual impact crater data. From the
current crater database that contained 174 impact structures, of which 89 had error
estimates, two subsamples were chosen according to their age t[Myr], error in age σ
and diameter D[km]:

t ≤ 250, σ ≤ 20, D ≥ 5 (n = 33)

5 ≤ t ≤ 300, σ ≤ 20 (n = 40) (6.1)

These subsamples were divided into ten subintervals or cycles k = 1, ..., 10 of equal
length (tn− t1)/10. The last and oldest subintervals contain less craters than the �rst
and newest subintervals as expected. The number of craters in subintervals k were
divided by the total number of craters n to calculate the fraction of craters included
in each age group. The result of dividing the craters into ten subintervals was that
some subintervals included only one crater or none at all, so using this fraction as such
would have been unreliable. Because of this, the average of pairs of intervals was used
as shown in Table 6.1, essentially the same as we would have had only �ve subintervals.

The sum of these fractional estimates Ak satis�ed the relation
K∑
k=1

Ak = 1. They were

used in "normalizing" the probability density function, so the detectability of newer
craters in our simulations would increase as in the real data (see Fig. 1 in Paper V).
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Table 6.1: Calculating the fractional estimates that were used to simulate the e�ect
of erosion. Two subsamples of craters (n = 33 and n = 40) were divided by their age
into ten subintervals k. The number of craters in each subinterval is a1 for the �rst
subsample and a2 for the second subsample. Because of the small number of craters
in some subintervals, more reliable fractional estimates were obtained by using the
averages of two consecutive intervals as shown in columns a3 and a4. The average of
a3 and a4 yielded the �nal fractional estimate Ak used in the simulations.

k a1 a2 a3 a4 Ak = (a3 + a4)/2

1 4/33 3/40 6/33 7/40 0.1784
2 8/33 11/40 6/33 7/40 0.1784
3 7/33 8/40 5/33 5.5/40 0.1445
4 3/33 3/40 5/33 5.5/40 0.1445
5 3/33 6/40 3.5/33 5/40 0.1155
6 4/33 4/40 3.5/33 5/40 0.1155
7 2/33 1/40 1/33 1/40 0.0277
8 0/33 1/40 1/33 1/40 0.0277
9 1/33 1/40 1/33 1.5/40 0.0339
10 1/33 2/40 1/33 1.5/40 0.0339

The probability density and cumulative distribution functions due to the assumed
e�ects of erosion were

f2(t) =
K∑
k=1

Akf1(t, ak, bk) (6.2)

F2(t) =
K∑
k=1

AkF1(t, ak, bk), (6.3)

where ak = k − 1, bk = k, f1(t, ak, bk) =


0, t < ak

(bk − ak)−1, ak ≤ t < bk

0, t ≥ bk

and F1(t, ak, bk) =


0, t < ak

(t− ak)/(bk − ak)−1, ak ≤ t < bk

1, t ≥ bk.
.

We assumed that the uncertainty in the time points is a Gaussian distribution
with probability density function fG and cumulative distribution function FG

fG(t, µ, σP ) =
1

σP
√

2π
exp−1

2
(
t− µ
σP

)2 (6.4)

FG(t, µ, σP ) =
1

σP
√

2π

∫ t

−∞
exp−1

2
(
t′ − µ
σP

)2dt′, (6.5)

where the mean was µ = 0 and σP was simulated error expressed in units of P σP
values of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 where simulated.
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The convolution of f2(t) and F2(t) with fG and FG produced the aperiodic
component of cratering

fA(t, σP ) =

K∑
k=1

Ak[FG(t, k − 1, σP )− FG(t, k, σP )] (6.6)

FA(t, σP ) =

K∑
k=1

Ak{FG(t, k, σP ) + (t− k + 1)[FG(t, k − 1, σP )− FG(t, k, σP )]

+ σ2P [fG(t, k − 1, σP )− fG(t, k, σP )]} (6.7)

We then simulated a series of periodic cratering events assuming K = 10 short
comet showers happened with a period P = 1 at epochs tk = k − 1/2, where
k = 1, 2, ...,K. Assuming these comet showers can be estimated with a Dirac delta
function at each tk, the resulting probability density and cumulative distribution
functions for the periodic component of cratering were

fP (t, σP ) =

K∑
k=1

AkfG(t, tk, σP ) (6.8)

FP (t, σP ) =
K∑
k=1

AkFG(t, tk, σP ) (6.9)

The sums of the periodic and aperiodic components of simulated crater data were:

fAP (t, S, σP ) = SfA(t, σP ) + (1− S)fP (t, σP ) (6.10)

FAP (t, S, σP ) = SFA(t, σP ) + (1− S)FP (t, σP ) (6.11)

where the constant 0 ≤ S ≤ 1 represented the ratio of the components (i.e. S = 0 for
fully periodic and S = 1 for fully aperiodic impacts).

Because detectability changes over time, the null hypothesis H0 for standard
Rayleigh test statistics was not applicable. Hence, our tested hypotheses were the
following four totally aperiodic hypotheses

H1: "the cumulative distribution function for the time points ti is
FAP (t, S = 1, σP = 0.05)".
H2: "the cumulative distribution function for the time points ti is
FAP (t, S = 1, σP = 0.1)".
H3: "the cumulative distribution function for the time points ti is
FAP (t, S = 1, σP = 0.2)".
H4: "the cumulative distribution function for the time points ti is
FAP (t, S = 1, σP = 0.3)".

For the same reason, we used simulated data instead of the equations of Ch. 1
to determine the critical level P (z > z0) < γ. Simulated data was created with
n = 10, 25, 50, 75 and 100, and with σP = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. The simulated σP
values are similar to those of real data, as explained in more detail in Paper V. The
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Figure 6.1: (a) Probability density function for simulated crater data with ratio of
aperiodic to periodic impacts S = 1/3 and error expressed in units of P is σP = 0.1
(Eq. 6.10), where the dashed line denotes the sum of the periodic and aperiodic
component, the continuous line shows only the aperiodic component and the dotted
line shows only the periodic component. (b) The cumulative distribution functions for
the probability density functions of (a) (Eq.6.11). Note that time (x-axis) is expressed
in cycles because it does not matter what the assumed period is. The red lines show
how random numbers drawn from distribution [0, 1] (y-axis) yield time point values
(x-axis).
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time points ti were created by drawing random numbers xi from a uniform [0, 1]
distribution and solving ti in xi = FAP (ti, S, σP ), using a basic inversion sampling
method64.

For each hypothesis H1, H2, H3 and H4, we created 100000 samples of aperiodic
crater data using the respective probability density and cumulative distribution func-
tions (as shown in Fig. 6.1, but using S = 1). For each sample, the periodogram
between 0.5 ≤ f ≤ 2.0 was calculated. Note that time is expressed in cycles, since
the timescale is not important. The highest test statistic of each periodogram was
zbest. These zbest values were collected and ranked from highest to lowest. The best
1% of these z(fbest) (corresponding to γ = 0.01) and the best 0.1% of these z(fbest)
(corresponding to γ = 0.001) determined the level of z0 in P (z ≥ z0) < γ.

Partially periodic data (S = 1/3 and S = 2/3) and fully periodic data (S =
0) were simulated 100000 times for each S value using the respective probability
distribution (Eqs. 6.10 and 6.11). The most signi�cant period Pbest was identi�ed
in each simulation. Note that this most signi�cant period was not always the "real"
period. The criterion for accepting the detected period as the "real" one was

1− f0
2
≤ fbest ≤ 1 +

f0
2
. (6.12)

If the criterion was not ful�lled, then Pbest was regarded as false.
With the z0 value limits, it was checked if z(fbest) > z0 was true for the corre-

sponding hypothesis H1, H2, .... In case it was true, that hypothesis was rejected.
In addition to our aperiodic hypotheses H1, H2, ... we tested the standard null

hypothesis H0 for sake of comparison. When z(fbest) exceeded the standard critical
level (Eq. 2.9), H0 was rejected.

Fig. 2 of Paper V shows the periodogram of a sample with S = 1/3 and σP = 0.1.
The vertical dotted lines depict the frequency range where the period was accepted
as "real". The horizontal lines show the γ = 0.01 and γ = 0.001 levels for rejecting
the hypotheses H0 and H2. In this sample, H0 and H2 were rejected at signi�cance
level γ = 0.01, but not at the γ = 0.001 level, while the detected period was accepted
as a "real" one.

After all simulations for certain values of n, S and σP , we counted how often the
period was detected. We accepted the detection as "reliable" if H1, H2, ... was rejected
with the "real" period in at least 99% (case γ = 0.01) or 99.9% (case γ = 0.001) of all
Z simulations. As an example, for S = 1/3 and σP = 0.1 the period was "reliably"
detected with both γ = 0.01 and γ = 0.001 and with both hypotheses H2 and H0 in
case n ≥ 100, since the ratio of detections vs. simulations was 1.00 or 1.000. However,
for n = 75 and γ = 0.001 the ratio was only 0.992 (for H2) or 0.998 (for H0), so the
periodicity detection was reliable only with γ = 0.01. Some false detections occurred
with n ≤ 50 but their probability was very small.

We also simulated rounding the ages of craters. Simulations (Z = 100000) of data
rounded into integer multiples of (3/π)σP were performed for all combinations of n, S
and σP . For example, if we compare the original and rounded simulations for S = 1/3
and σP = 0.1, it can be noted that the results are slightly altered. After rounding,
reliable detection was no longer possible with γ = 0.01 and n = 50 with hypothesis
H0, but for larger n rounding did not prevent detection.
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6.2 The reliability criteria for the detection of periodicity

Our simulations revealed the necessary conditions for the reliable detection of peri-
odicity in the impact events. If all impacts are periodic (S = 0), reliable detection of
periodicity would be possible for most of the tested combinations if σP ≤ 0.2. With
more accurate data (lower σP ), even small datasets (n = 10 or n = 25) would be
su�cient. If only one third of the impacts were periodic (S = 1/3), a large dataset
of n ≥ 50 is required even with very accurate ages (σP ≤ 0.05). With less accurate
ages, even more data points are necessary for detecting the periodicity. If less than
two thirds of the impacts were periodic, the possibilities to reliably detect it vanished
altogether.

The main results were not substantially di�erent when the null hypothesis H0 was
used instead of the modi�ed hypothesis H1, H2, H3 or H4. However, H0 was rejected
more often, also in the case of "false" periods. These are evidence that the modi�ed
hypotheses were statistically more reliable. Rounding of data reduced the chances of
detecting the "real" period.

The two subsets of real crater data mentioned in the beginning of this chapter
can be compared to the simulations where S = 0 and σP = 0.1 or σP = 0.2. Reliable
detection of periodicity would be possible for the �rst subset (σP = 0.1), if all impacts
were periodic. The R-test for this subset was performed, but neither the hypothesis
H0 nor the above mentioned hypothesis H2 was rejected, i.e. we did not detect
periodicity. Neither was reliable detection of periodicity possible with the crater data
used by Alvarez & Muller19 or Stothers65.
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Conclusions

This thesis was comprised of four papers that concerned Ancient Egyptian hemerolo-
gies and one paper where periodicity in terrestrial impact craters was explored. These
di�erent topics were uni�ed by the Rayleigh test as a method for discovering period-
icity in such "ancient" data.

In a sense, these papers overturned some expectations. Ever since Neugebauer
historians of science have been sceptical regarding astronomical calculations from
ancient Egypt because of lack of evidence, but our papers may have revealed an
unequalled "data point" from the past. On the other hand, many well-publicized
studies claimed to have discovered periodicity in the ages of terrestrial impacts, but
our paper showed that it is impossible with the available data.

7.1 Algol and Moon in ancient Egypt

Ancient Egyptians utilized astronomy foremost in ritual and religious context. Lunar
calendar feast dates related to the phases of the Moon played a part in Egyptian
life66;3. It has been suggested that some well-known myths related to the observation
of lunar eclipses67. Thus it may not come as a surprise that we found the period of
the Moon in the Calendar of Lucky and Unlucky Days.

On the other hand, the in�uence of individual stars on Egyptian religion is an
overall more mysterious matter. Only the most prominent stars and constellations
such as Sirius, Orion and Big Dipper have been somewhat reliably identi�ed but texts
regarding them are disputed68;5;69.

We established the proposed connection of Algol to Ancient Egypt by providing
statistical, astronomical, astrophysical and egyptological evidence for the period
2d.85 in Cairo Calendar. Provided it is true, the result has at least four consequences:
1. An actual record of the observation of a star's variability in ca. 1224 BC changes
the known history of astronomy.
2. Ancient Egyptian legends and religious texts may yield new interpretations if the
connection of Horus to variable stars and the luckiness of its di�erent phases are
considered.
3. If the eclipse was visible for ancient Egyptians, it constrains the orbital plane
of the Algol A-B system to being nearly perpendicular to that of the Algol AB-C
system.
4. The periodicity of Algol in ca. 1224 BC is a valuable constraint on calculating
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Figure 7.1: Nut, the goddess of the sky, is depicted arching over the earth. In cosmo-
logical texts, the sun and the stars are described as physically traversing through her
body. Drawing courtesy of Anja Isoaho.

mass transfer in eclipsing binaries.

7.2 Terrestrial impact cratering rate

The question of periodicity in the ages of terrestrial impact craters and associated
mass extinctions has understandably a multitude of voices for and against. The
debate continues decades after the original discoveries of periodicity in crater data
were disproven. Instead of an argument for or against a speci�c periodicity, our
paper aimed to establish the necessary conditions for periodicity detection being at
least theoretically possible. The main conclusion was that if less than two thirds of
impact craters are caused by the periodic phenomena, there is no way to reliably
detect the periodicity with the R-test. The ratio between periodic and aperiodic
impacts is not exactly known but it would seem that aperiodic impacts dominate70.
Moreover, the error estimates in crater ages at Earth Impact Database have in some
cases increased71. Older craters gradually disappear due to geological processes72

but analysis of lunar craters shows that the de�cit of 250-650 Mya craters must also
be due to a lower impact �ux73. Only a small percentage of expected small impact
craters has been discovered74, but Lowe & Byerly recently proposed that the study of
ejecta layers can be used to improve the terrestrial impact crater record12. Reliably
proving periodicity in the ages of impact craters remains only a dream for now.

7.3 Rayleigh test: parting the fog of time

Regular events may seem randomly occurring over time because pieces of the puzzle
are missing. Ancient texts may become undecipherable while impact craters are
eroded by natural forces. The aim of these studies was to make sense of di�erent
astronomical records from the past and uncover information for our present age.
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Already the �rst test of the Ancient Egyptian Lucky and Unlucky Days revealed
signi�cant periods in the longer series. Errors in periods were remarkably small consid-
ering the not so exact nature of the original data. In the modi�ed test, the signi�cance
of these periods was con�rmed using a noise periodogram. For the noise periodogram,
we created simulated data with the structure of the original data. The modi�ed test
also improved the accuracy of the period. With corrected signi�cance estimates the
real periods of Moon and Algol became even more signi�cant.

Simulated data was also used in estimating the possibility of periodicity detection
in the terrestrial impact crater record. Detectability favours newer and larger craters,
so we formulated aperiodic hypotheses to replace the null hypothesis in order to
simulate the e�ect of erosion over time. The main results were not radically altered
by the choice of hypothesis, but with the standard null hypothesis signi�cance tended
to be overestimated. Thus modi�ed hypotheses were concluded as statistically more
reliable.

Cross-disciplinary studies such as those presented here pose some additional
challenges in both formulation and presentation, but if the following conclusions
seem agreeable to the reader, these experiments were surely worth the e�ort:
1. Analysis methods of modern astronomy can bene�t of historical and cultural
studies.
2. Ancient Egyptian scribes' diligent observations may provide useful information to
modern Astronomers.
3. Analyzing simulated time point data in addition to real time point data highly
improves signi�cance estimates of periods.
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Summary of the publications

This thesis consists of �ve peer reviewed publications:

� Paper I: Evidence of periodicity in ancient Egyptian calendars of lucky and
unlucky days

� Paper II: Did the ancient Egyptians record the period of the eclipsing binary
Algol - the Raging One?

� Paper III: Shifting milestones of natural sciences: the ancient Egyptian dis-
covery of Algol's period con�rmed

� Paper IV: Algol as Horus in the Cairo Calendar: the possible means and the
motives of the observations

� Paper V: Detection of real periodicity in the terrestrial impact crater record

The papers are summarised below. The author's contribution to the papers is de-
scribed at the end of each section.

8.1 Paper I

This article presents the �rst experiment of using the Rayleigh test to analyze the
distribution of Lucky and Unlucky Days in the Ancient Egyptian hemerologies. In
the hemerologies, prognoses denoting whether a day is lucky or unlucky are given
for days of the year. These prognoses were tabulated from three sources: P. Cairo
86637 (the Cairo Calendar), P. BM 10474 and P. Sallier IV. For each of the three
parts of the days of the year, a time point was created: one for the mid-point of
the morning, one for the mid-day and one for the mid-point of the evening. Time
point series were created from days that had the same prognosis combination (such as
good-good-good or good-good-bad) and from day parts which had the same individual
prognosis. All these series were tested using the Rayleigh test. The null hypothesis
was rejected in 11 cases. It was concluded that the lucky and unlucky days were not
distributed randomly but with some periodicities. The best period from the Cairo
Calendar was attributed to the Moon and a less signi�cant periodicity tentatively
to Algol. The author contributed to Paper I by compiling the prognosis lists from
various egyptological sources, co-planning the method of analysis, performing the
analysis together with co-authors and writing the article.
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8.2 Paper II

In the second article the accuracy of the Rayleigh test as given in Paper I was improved
with simulated statistics obtained from simulated aperiodic prognosis data. For the
real data, only the prognoses from P. Cairo 86637 were used because it was the
one where the Algol period was detected. A new division of the day into three
parts, where the third part represented the night instead of the evening, was tested.
With the normalized periodogram, the period of the Moon shifted even closer to the
actual synodic period of the Moon and the period of Algol in the Cairo Calendar
was even more signi�cant. Additional astrophysical, astronomical and egyptological
evidence supported the idea of ancient Egyptians having observed Algol. It was
shown that some of the current estimates of mass transfer rate from Algol B to Algol
A support the possibility of the period of Algol having been 2d.85 in ancient Egypt.
Observation-wise, variability prediction and calculation of the periodicity would have
been theoretically possible for the Egyptians. The author contributed to Paper II by
compiling the data, performing the analysis together with the co-authors, verifying
the astronomical and astrophysical results and co-writing the paper.

8.3 Paper III

In Cairo Calendar, texts accompanying the prognoses describe events, feasts and
prohibitions for particular days. In previous articles, only the prognoses were studied
while the aim of Paper III was to investigate the periodicity of selected words. From
the text 28 prominent deities, nouns and locations were selected for period analysis.
In this analysis only one time point for each day was used, because it was not certain
which part of the day the selected word was related to. The impacts of the time
points with a speci�c selected word on the previously discovered periods of Algol and
the Moon were measured. It was concluded that the name "Horus" was connected
with the period of Algol while the name "Seth" was connected with the period of the
Moon. The author contributed to Paper III by gathering source data together with
the co-author, translating the concerned Egyptian texts, verifying the analysis and
co-writing the paper.

8.4 Paper IV

Paper IV was an egyptological background study of the proposed Algol observations.
The questions were who recorded the period of Algol into the Cairo Calendar, how
the variability was noticed and why it was signi�cant for the Ancient Egyptians. The
means and the motives of scribes for such observations were explained. From the
selected words of Paper III, the names Horus, Wedjat, Sakhmet, Seth and Osiris were
studied in more detail, in the context of two well-known ancient Egyptian myths:
"Destruction of Mankind" and "Contendings of Horus and Seth". Some correspon-
dence of the described actions of the deities with the phases of Algol and Moon was
discovered. The author contributed to Paper IV by compiling the data together with
the co-authors, translating the Egyptian text, formulating the analysis and co-writing
the paper.
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8.5 Paper V

The ages of terrestrial impact craters have been claimed to exhibit periodicity. Instead
of arguing for or against a speci�c period, this article aimed to determine the criteria
for reliable detection of any periodicity. Subsamples of real crater data provided an
estimate for how erosion and other factors weaken the detectability of older craters.
This estimate was used in creating simulated cratering data, with parameters for error
and the ratio of periodic and aperiodic impacts. Simulated crater data samples with
di�erent accuracy and ratio of periodic versus aperiodic impacts were analyzed with
the Rayleigh test. Reliable detection of periodicity in impact crater data was shown
to be currently impossible, unless most or all of the impacts would have been periodic.
The author contributed to Paper V by verifying the data and analysis, and assisting
in writing the paper.
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Glossary

CC The Cairo Calendar
decan A star or star group named in the Ancient Egyptian star clocks
hemerology A calendar of lucky and unlucky days
prognosis (G / S) Evaluation if a day is G, "good", or S, "bad"
R-test Rayleigh test
SSTP Samples from series of time points
SW Selected words from the Cairo Calendar
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